Overcome whatever life sends your way

With iPrevail offered through Cigna Healthcare

iPrevail is a digital therapeutics platform, designed by experienced clinicians to help you take control of the stresses of everyday life and challenges associated with life's difficult transitions.

How to get started
Using your computer or smartphone, start by signing up for iPrevail on myCigna.com.

1. Take an assessment
It’s an easy and intuitive process. See your results, then view what programs and support are right for you.

2. Start your program
Get a program that’s customized to meet your needs, including interactive video lessons, 1:1 coaching, support communities and online wellness activities. Engage at your own pace.

3. Earn rewards for getting healthier
We are invested in helping you build healthier habits. Earn points toward Amazon.com gift cards on iPrevail.*

4. Health maintenance
Enroll in additional health programs. Continue connecting with coaches and other users in active support communities.

iPrevail helps you:
- Overcome feelings of anxiety and loneliness
- Reduce negativity and feelings of depression
- Decrease stress from relationships, work, school and daily life
- Build resilience and positivity

79% of participants saw improvement after engaging in their personalized program.**

All sources and disclosures appear at the end of this document.
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How does the program work?
Start by signing up for iPrevail on myCigna.com. After completing a short quiz, you will be matched with a personalized support program.
Each week you will cover a new concept, with new social and clinical activities. You can send messages to your coach and others, day or night, 24/7.

How frequently should I use iPrevail?
• For best results, iPrevail recommends you complete one level per week
• Each level should take around 15 minutes

Is there science behind iPrevail?
iPrevail’s digital therapeutic programs were developed by health care providers. Over the years, iPrevail has conducted many clinical trials. iPrevail is designed to decrease feelings of post-traumatic stress disorder, anxiety and depression.
iPrevail was originally created to help U.S. military servicewomen and servicemen overcome trauma experienced while serving our nation.

Why does this matter?
Your emotional health can impact your overall health and well-being. It can also affect your friends and loved ones.
With iPrevail, you can get help overcoming stress, anxiousness, loneliness and more. iPrevail provides tools and support to help you manage and control your thought patterns and emotions, with the goal of improved relationships and a happier and stronger you.